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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel solution that can
improve the quality of THz transmission with systematic random
linear network coding (sRLNC) and a low-bitrate auxiliary chan-
nel. To minimize complexity of channel coding, we complement a
generic low complexity FEC code by a low complexity sRLNC. To
increase the overall throughput of THz transmission, we propose
to send the native data and coding redundancy in parallel over
2 differently configured THz channels, i.e., over 1 high bit rate
main channel and 1 low bit rate low error rate auxiliary channel.
The results show, that the main THz channel supported by low bit
rate auxiliary channel can use a higher level modulation format
and sent over longer distances with a higher throughput.

Index Terms—Terahertz (THz), Random linear network coding
(RLNC), Parallel transmission, Wireless channel, Forward error
correction (FEC), Bit error rate (BER).

I. INTRODUCTION

The terahertz (THz) frequency band ranging from 0.3 THz
to 10 THz is the prime candidate to fulfilling the capacity
needs of the exponentially growing data volumes in wireless
networks. The dynamic configuration of the THz channel is
still a technology challenge, as it strongly depends on THz
system design and the environment. An increasing signal
modulation level and THz transmission distance (even when
ranging in meters) can significantly decrease a Signal-to-
Noise ratio (SNR) resulting in a high bit error rate (BER) of
transmitted data. At the same time, both SNR and BER have
a limited configuration flexibility, while modulation level and
transmission distance need to be set up as high as possible to
provide both a broad THz coverage and a high transmission
rate in the terahertz range. Additional decrease in SNR is
also often caused by molecular absorption in the atmosphere
[1], [2]. To solve the problem of low SNR of THz signal
when sending over longer transmission distances with high
modulation format, and under atmospheric effects, the research
community is in search for novel ideas and solutions.

So far, the key components studied for high-speed THz
communication with compensated path attenuation were fast
and efficient amplitude and phase modulators, high gain and
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas and
the efficient THz beamforming [3]–[10]. In [2], a WiFi chan-
nel is used together with the THz channel to estimate the
distance to the THz receiver and to measure the relative air
humidity. The research on an adequate channel coding method
is however still in its infancy. Currently, the state-of-the-art
Forward Error Correction (FEC) Codes such as Reed Solomon,
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) are under discussion [11],

[12]. These codes are known for a high throughput, but also
high computational complexity. The Polar code, which is
under consideration as well, has lower complexity, but cannot
provide a high throughput due to amount of coding redundancy
required. Thus, implementing low-complexity codes without
reducing the THz channel throughput is an open challenge.

In this paper, we propose a novel solution for THz transmis-
sion that can tackle the challenges of coding complexity and
the throughput. We first propose a low-complexity systematic
random linear network coding (sRLNC), a coding technique
presented in [13], in addition to, and to complement a generic
low complexity FEC [14]. sRLNC is a good choice as it
does not change the source data during encoding process in
sender which additionally reduces decoding overhead. Dur-
ing encoding process, a coding redundancy is generated for
erasure error correction at the receiver. Since the overall
throughput of THz transmission directly relates to the amount
of coding redundancy required, we furthermore propose to
send the source data and coding redundancy in parallel over
two differently configured channels, i.e., main and auxiliary.
As a result, the source data is transmitted over a high bit
rate main THz channel and coding redundancy is sent over
a low bit rate low error rate auxiliary channel, i.e., not
necessarily THz. We investigate different modulation formats
and transmission distances, and, with our analytical model,
evaluate the amount of sRLNC redundancy, the related code
rate and the transmission rate of auxiliary channel required to
ensure reliable THz transmission. The results show that, when
supported by low bit rate auxiliary channel, the main THz
channel can use a higher level modulation format and reach
longer distances with higher throughput.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we design THz transmission system with sRLNC. Sec. III
gives an analysis for evaluation of amount of redundancy. Sec.
IV shows numerical results. Sec. V presents a discussion on
system implementation. Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we present a THz transmission system in
configuration with two channels and sRLNC, based on [15]
considering THz channel characteristics presented in [2]. The
notations are summarized in Table I.

Figure 1 presents a reference architecture of THz trans-
mission, where coded data from the source are divided and
simultaneously transmitted over 2 THz channels; in general
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Figure 1. Multi-Channel THz transmission system with systematic random linear network coding (sRLNC).

more than two channels can be used, but in this paper we limit
the discussion to two channels for clarity. The source performs
sRLNC encoding and parallelization of incoming source data
prior to THz transmission. As pre-processing, any input bit
stream is split into symbols of fixed size, s bits each, referred
to as native symbols.

We refer to K native symbols encoded together as a
generation, where K is a fixed generation size. The number
of generations per input data depends on the amount of input
symbols. For simplicity, Fig. 1 only shows one generation with
K native symbols. The sRLNC coding process is performed
over a finite field F2s , where s is the symbol size and coding
coefficients can be randomly selected. During encoding, R
redundant symbols are generated from K native symbols.
Although each redundant symbol presents a linear combination
of the K native symbols combined with coding coefficients,
the native symbols keep unchanged after encoding and the size
of any native and any redundant symbols keeps s bits. Any
generation has a fixed and constant number of native symbols,
whereby the number of redundant symbols is adapted to the
expected bit error rate (BER) on the related main channel.

After sRLNC encoding, N = K + R symbols build a so-
called coded generation, which is parallelized and distributed
over 2 channels, i.e., one high bit rate main THz channel
and one low bit rate auxiliary channel. We refer to the
parallelization process as separation and distribution of the
native symbols and redundancy over two channels. After the
parallelization process, a FEC per channel is required. In this
paper, we do not consider any specific FEC in the physical
layer, and apply sRLNC in higher layers (e.g., Ethernet) to
complement FOR any FEC mechanisms, i.e, when FEC with
a code rate RF either fails or yields insufficient performance.
Thus, before the THz signal transmission, K native symbols
and its related redundancy are packetized and protected by
FEC. As a result, the generation size and its redundancy are
increased as s·K

RF
bits and s·R

RF
bits, respectively.

Finally, K native symbols are sent on the main channel,
while R redundant symbols are transferred on the auxiliary
channel. The proposed THz system utilizes a main channel
with the high-level modulation format to reach a high bit rate.
In contrast, the related low bit rate auxiliary channel is used
to reliably deliver coding redundancy for erasure correction
of symbol errors occurred on the main channel. As a result,
the main and the related auxiliary THz channel need to be
perfectly tuned to each other regarding modulation level, trans-
mission distance, signal power and other parameters to be able
to deal with bit errors and symbol lost occurred during THz
transmission. This presents a significant engineering challenge.

At the receiver, as it is commonly the case, FEC will be

Table I
LIST OF NOTATIONS.

Notation Meaning

Pb Residual bit error rate on the main channel.
Ps Residual symbol error rate on the main channel.
pe Expected BER on the main channel.
s Symbol size in bits.
RF Code rate of FEC code.
RL Code rate of sRLNC.
K Generation size in symbols.
R Redundancy in symbols.
N Size of coded generation in symbols.
Cmain Transmission rate of the main channel.
Caux Transmission rate of the auxiliary channel.
τmain Propagation delay on the main channel.
τaux Propagation delay on the auxiliary channel.
tmain Transmission delay on the main channel.
taux Transmission delay on the auxiliary channel.
Tmain Total delay on the main channel.
Taux Total delay on the auxiliary channel.
dmain Transmission distance of the main channel.
daux Transmission distance of the auxiliary channel.
cp Propagation speed of light, cp = 3 · 108m/s.

performed first, whereby the symbols with bit errors will
be removed. In this scenarios, sRLNC redundancy from the
auxiliary channel is used to compensate those symbol losses,
whereby any redundant symbol can replace any native symbol
from the same coded generation. The decoding process is
performed by running Gauss-Jordan elimination. The decoding
and, thus, correct data reception is only successful, when at
least K out of K + R symbols from any coded generation
arrive at decoder. To this end, buffering at the receiver side
is necessary to temporarily store symbols until any K out
of N symbols arrive and decoding process can start. The
buffering process in a high speed system like this presents
another significant engineering challenge.

III. ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide an analytical model for the code
rate evaluation and calculation of minimal transmission rate of
auxiliary channel for the proposed THz transmission system.
Without loss of generality, we assume a generic FEC code with
a code rate RF and the minimal Hamming distance ∆K

min =
K·s
RF
−(K ·s) and ∆R

min = R·s
RF
−(R ·s). Since we assume that

redundancy sent over auxiliary channel is negligibly affected
by bit errors, which can be corrected during FEC process, we
further assume that the residual BER of the auxiliary channel
is 0. Thus, to derive residual BER Pb on the main channel after
FEC process at receiver, we consider the minimal Hamming
distance defined as follows

∆min =
K · s
RF

− (K · s) ≡ ∆K
min (1)



For the main channel, the number of erroneous bits that can
be detected by a FEC code is determined as te = ∆min − 1.
The number of corrected erroneous bits is tk = ∆min−2

2 or
tk = ∆min−1

2 , if ∆min is even or odd, respectively. Then, the
expected residual bit error rate Pb of the main channel is

Pb =
(K · s · pe)− (RF · tk)

K · s
, (2)

where pe is the expected BER on the main transmission
channel. Note that in the case of Pb ≤ 0 means that all
erroneous bits on the main channel are corrected by FEC.
Some of bit errors can not be corrected by FEC resulting
in symbol errors described by residual symbol error rate Ps,
which is can be calculated with Eq. (2) as

Ps = 1− (1− Pb)
s (3)

Then, the expected number of erroneous symbols per gen-
eration is Ps · K. To ensure successful recovery of source
data after THz transmission, at least Ps ·K additional coded
symbols need to be sent over the auxiliary channel, i.e.,

R ≥ Ps ·K, (4)

where the amount of redundancy R sent on the auxiliary
channel is a function of the residual symbol error rate on the
main channel, while generation size K is constant.

In contrast to the constant code rate RF of the generic FEC
code, the overall code rate of sRLNC is a function of channels’
configuration and the amount of coding redundancy required
to protect one generation. Since the total number of the native
and redundant symbols sent to THz receiver is determined as
N = K+R, where R ≥ 0 and N ≥ K, the code rate provided
by sRLNC can be calculated as

RL =
K

N
(5)

For the main channel, K native symbols will arrive at
the receiver after time interval Tmain = tmain + τmain =

K·s
RF ·Cmain

+ dmain

cp
, where tmain is the transmission delay of

one generation with K native symbols, τmain denotes the
propagation delay, Cmain represents a transmission rate of
the main THz channel, dmain stands for the transmission
distance between sending and receiving THz antennas and cp
is the propagation speed of light. For auxiliary channel, the
redundancy of R coded symbols will arrive at the receiver
after time interval Taux = taux + τaux = R·s

RF ·Caux
+ daux

cp
,

where taux is the transmission delay for sending R redundant
symbols on auxiliary channel, τaux denotes a propagation
delay of auxiliary channel of length daux and Caux represents
the transmission rate of auxiliary channel. To avoid very
large buffer, the THz system should be configured so that
symbols from the main and auxiliary channel arrive at the
THz receiver simultaneously, i.e., Tmain = Taux resulting in

K·s
RF ·Cmain

+ dmain

cp
= R·s

RF ·Caux
+ daux

cp
. As a result, the trans-

mission rate of auxiliary channel is a function of transmission
distance of main and auxiliary channels and can be derived as

Caux =
R · s

RF · [dmain−daux

cp
+ K·s

RF ·Cmain
]

=

=
R · s · cp · Cmain

RF · Cmain(dmain − daux) + cp ·K · s

(6)

Generally, Caux ≥ 0, whereby Caux = 0 means that it is
not necessary to establish an auxiliary channel and to send
redundancy. From Eq. (6), we can derive a constraint RF ·
Cmain(dmain − daux) + cp ·K · s > 0, then the transmission
distance of auxiliary channel has to be limited as

daux <
K · s · cp
RF · Cmain

+ dmain (7)

That distance limit for auxiliary channel is only required for
earlier sRLNC decoding start, i.e., to maximally reduce the
buffer size at receiver.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show analytical results for the code rate
of sRLNC RL and for the transmission rate of auxiliary path
Caux calculated with Eqs. (5), (4), (2) and (6), respectively.
The expected bit error rate (BER) pe of THz channel is
collected from [2] and is a function of THz channel type,
modulation format and distance. We consider two channel
types, i.e., Channel B (660 − 695 GHz) and channel C
(855−890 GHz), which were simulated by assuming the raised
cosine filter with roll-off factor 0.4, utilized omni-directional
antennas and provided the transmission rate of Cmain = 25
GBd/s= 2 ·1011 ·M bps in [2], where M is the amount of bits
per symbol for certain modulation level. For our evaluation,
we assume that any auxiliary channel is configured so that
residual BER on the auxiliary channel is approximately equal
to 0. The symbol size and the total number of symbols were
set to s = 8 bits and K = 100, respectively. The generic FEC
has the same code rate of RF = 0.73 for any THz channel.
The transmission distance dmain of main channel between
sending and receiving antennas is in interval [200, 2000]cm
and the modulation formats investigated are 16PSK, 8PSK,
QPSK and BPSK. The Hamming distance calculated with Eq.
(1) is ∆min = 100·8

0.73 − (100 · 8) = 296 bits for any generation
of K symbols. Then, the number of erroneous bits that can be
corrected by FEC in each generation sent over the main THz
channel is tk = 296−2

2 = 147 bits.
Fig. 2 presents a code rate of sRLNC for the THz transmis-

sion over a high transmission rate THz channel B supported
by any lower transmission rate channel. For BPSK, the sender
does not need to send any redundancy, because all bit errors
on main channel B can be corrected by FEC resulting in code
rate RL = 1. In this case, there is no need for an auxiliary
channel, however, if the code rate RF is lower as assumed
here, i.e., RF < 0.73, the auxiliary channel can be required
to provide sRLNC redundancy. For QPSK and 16PSK, there
is a need for around 10 redundant symbols and the resulting
code rate RL > 0.9 when the distance of main channel dmain



Figure 2. Code rate RL vs. transmission distance of main channel B dmain.

is 1800cm to 2000cm and 650cm to 1100cm, respectively.
The modulation format 8PSK only requires redundancy when
the distance dmain is larger than or equal to 1350cm, i.e.,
RL = 0.71. The lowest code rate of 0.67 is in configuration
with 16PSK, when the distance dmain is larger than or equal
to 1150cm.

Figure 3 shows the resulting code rate RL for THz trans-
mission with sRLNC over a main THz channel configured as
channel C and any low transmission rate auxiliary channel.
In case of BPSK modulation, the coding redundancy is only
required, i.e., RL = 0.8 < 1, when transmission distance
of main channel dmain is larger than 2000cm. Using QPSK,
the code rate can vary from 1 to 0.62 and decreases with
increasing transmission distance dmain, i.e., from 1200cm to
2000cm, respectively. When 8PSK is used and transmission
distance dmain is larger than 1000cm, there is a need for up
to 88 redundant symbols per generation, which reduce code
rate up to 0.53. For 16PSK, the redundancy is essential when
transmission distance dmain is larger than or equal to 500cm,
while the code rate RL is gradually decreased according to
increasing distance dmain as 0.91, 0.59, 0.53.

Observing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the code rate decreases with an
increasing transmission distance and an increasing modulation
level. However, the code rate can be maximal, i.e., RL ≈ 1
and independent from transmission distance, when BPSK
is utilized on main channels. The disadvantage of BPSK
modulation format is the resulting low transmission rate. On
the other hand, with a code rate RL ≤ 0.9, it is possible to
use modulation formats up to 16PSK.

Next, we evaluate the transmission rate of auxiliary channel
Caux required to support the main THz channel by providing
sRLNC redundancy for symbol recovery at THz receiver. The
transmission rate of auxiliary channel is calculated with Eq. (6)
as function of coding redundancy sent R and a transmission
distance of the main and auxiliary channels, dmain and daux.
Caux = 0 means, there is no need for the auxiliary channel
and FEC code is able to correct all corrupted bits from the
main THz channel.

First, we fixed the transmission distance of auxiliary channel
to daux = 500cm = 5m and investigated the transmission rate
Caux for all transmission distances and modulation formats

Figure 3. Code rate RL vs. transmission distance of main channel C dmain.

of main THz channel. Fig. 4 presents the transmission rate
of auxiliary channel, when channel B is utilized as main
channel. The sender does not need to use the auxiliary channel
for BPSK. Caux gradually decreases from 2.383 · 109 bps
to 2.074 · 109 bps for QPSK and from 1.521 · 1010 bps to
0.871 · 1010 bps for 8PSK when the transmission distance
dmain increases. This behavior can be explained by consider-
ing amount of redundancy sent, which is constant, i.e., 41 and
10 redundant symbols, for transmission distance dmain from
intervals [1350cm,2000cm] and [1800cm, 2000cm] for 8PSK
and QPSK, respectively. At the same time, the propagation
delay τmain of main channel increases with transmission
distance dmain resulting in a decreasing transmission rate
Caux of auxiliary channel, which has a fixed transmission
distance daux = 5m << dmain. For 16PSK, Caux gradually
decreases from 1.994 · 1010 bps to 0.524 · 1010 bps, achieves
a peak at 2.453 · 1010 bps, and then keeps decreasing from
2.453 · 1010 bps to 1.073 · 1010 bps. The gradual decreasing
of Caux can be similarly explained as the case of QPSK and
8PSK and the reason of such a sharp increase is the increasing
amount of additional redundant symbols required, i.e., from
10 redundant symbols at dmain = 1100cm to 50 redundant
symbols at dmain = 1150cm.

Fig. 5 presents the transmission rate of auxiliary channel,
when the main THz channel is configured as a channel C. In
the case of BPSK modulation, the auxiliary channel is only
required, i.e., Caux = 5.082 · 109 bps, when the transmission
distance dmain is larger than 2000cm. Using QPSK, the
transmission rate of auxiliary channel has a slight decrease
with maximum at 1.290·1010 bps and minimum at 0.054·1010

bps, when the transmission distance dmain is between 1250
cm and 2000 cm, respectively. When 8PSK is applied and the
transmission distance dmain is larger than or equal to 1050cm,
the transmission rate of auxiliary channel Caux gradually
decreases from 2.839 · 1010 bps to 1.275 · 1010 bps, slightly
increases up to 2.179 · 1010 bps, if dmax = 1800 cm, and
then keeps decreasing up to 1.892 · 1010 bps. For 16PSK, the
auxiliary channel is necessary when the transmission distance
dmain is equal to 500cm, whereby dmain = daux and the
transmission rate Caux achieves a peak of 3.111 · 1011 bps.
Depending on transmission distance of the main channel,



Figure 4. Transmission rate of auxiliary channel Caux vs. transmission
distance of main channel B, dmain, when daux = 500 cm.

Figure 5. Transmission rate of auxiliary channel Caux vs. transmission
distance of main channel C, dmain, when daux = 500 cm.

the transmission rate of auxiliary channel vary in interval
[0.089 · 1011, 0.565 · 1011] bps.

Considering Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the transmission rate of
auxiliary channel increases with an increasing modulation
level of the main THz channel. Moreover, the results confirm
our statement in Eq. (7) that the lowest transmission rate
of auxiliary channel can be reached when daux << dmain,
whereby the data from the main THz channel and the auxiliary
channel will arrive at THz receiver at the same time reducing
the buffering overhead.

Next, we investigate the transmission rate of auxiliary chan-
nel Caux, when the main and the auxiliary channels have the
same transmission distance, i.e., dmain = daux. We compare
two implementations of THz transmission system, where the
main THz channel is either configured as channel B or as
channel C. For this set of results, we consider only two high
modulation formats, i.e., 8PSK and 16PSK resulting in the
high transmission rates of the main THz channel defined as 1.6
Tbps and 3.2 Tbps, respectively. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of
the transmission rates of auxiliary channels Caux as a function
of the main channel configuration and transmission distance.
When dmain = daux, Caux only depends on the amount of
coding redundancy as can be derived from Eq. (6). Since the
BER increases with increasing transmission distance dmain

Figure 6. Transmission rate of auxiliary channel Caux vs. transmission
distance dmain of main channels B and C, when daux = dmain.

and modulation level, the number of additional sRLNC re-
dundancy for the erasure error correction increases requiring a
high transmission rate of auxiliary channel Caux. On the other
hand, if the transmission distance dmain slightly increases,
the amount of required sRLNC redundancy and, thus, Caux

keep unchanged. For example, using 16PSK with main channel
C, the required transmission rate Caux = 0.311 · 1012 bps,
when transmission distance vary from dmain = 500 cm to
dmain = 850 cm. The reason is that the coding redundancy of
10 symbols keeps constant for this distance interval requiring
the constant transmission rate of auxiliary channel. In addition,
Caux increases with an increasing modulation level. For the
transmission distance dmain = 1500cm of the main channel
B, we need an auxiliary channel with Caux = 6.443 · 1011

bps for 8PSK, while, for 16PSK, there is a need for the
higher transmission rate up to Caux = 1.577 ·1012 bps. Based
on results, we can conclude that Caux in THz transmission
system with a main channel configured as channel B is often
lower than that which is required to support the main channel
configured as channel C. That is because the data sent over
channel C suffer from more corrupted bits and, thus, need
more additional redundant sRLNC symbols for successful data
recovery at receiver. For example, with the same modulation
format 8PSK, main channel B needs an auxiliry channel with
transmission rate Caux = 6.443·1011 bps, while main channel
C needs a supporting channel with transmission rate up to
Caux = 1.400 · 1012 bps, when dmain = daux = 2000cm.

V. DISCUSSION

To make our proposed THz transmission system properly
work, the auxiliary channel needs to have a very low BER/high
SNR, while its transmission rate needs to be adapted to the
parameters of the main THz channel. Since the main THz
channel can reach transmission rate of up to 3.2 Tbps with
a 16PSK modulation, 400 Gbytes of data per second will
arrive at the receiver and have to be stored and processed,
which is a challenge. When the data processing at receiver
can not be made at line speed, i.e., at the speeds of THz
signal, the amount of storage required will be prohibitively
large. To minimize the data from the main THz channel



Table II
TRANSMISSION DISTANCE AND MODULATION FORMAT TO REACH

BER→ 0 ON CHANNEL B AND CHANNEL C [2].

Modulation Format
Distance (cm)

Channel B (660− 695 GHz) Channel C (855− 890 GHz)
16PSK 6 100 6 50

8PSK 6 200 6 150

QPSK 6 400 6 300

BPSK 6 600 6 450

that need to be stored for the coding redundancy from the
auxiliary path, i.e., for symbol error correction, the data from
the main and auxiliary channels have to simultaneously arrive
at the receiver, which requires the proper selection of transmis-
sion rate and transmission distance of the auxiliary channel.
From our evaluation of auxiliary channel with transmission
distance 5 m, the required transmission rate Caux can be
between 200 Mbps and 3.2 Tbps, which strongly depends
on modulation format and transmission distance of the main
channel. The highest transmission rate of auxiliary channel
is required for the highest modulation format (16PSK) and
a short transmission distance of the main channel and can
be significantly reduced by using of low level modulation
on the main channel. Generally, the transmission distance
of auxiliary channel should be shorter than the transmission
distance of the main channel, i.e.., to be able to utilize the
lower transmission rate as can be seen from Eq. (7). Otherwise,
either the transmission rate of auxiliary channel needs to be
very high to timely deliver redundancy or the buffer size needs
be larger. That rises a question about the suitable technology
to implement and configure an auxiliary channel.

If we use THz channel as the auxiliary, the transmission
rate of up to 3.2 Tbps can be achieved as per investigated
use case, whereby we need to ensure that the BER remains
rather small, which is a challenge. To understand the tradeoff
better, we created Table II that can provide recommendations
on auxiliary channel configurations. Depending on the distance
between the sender and receiver, the auxiliary channel needs
to use specific modulation format to reach BER → 0. For
instance, the maximum distance of 600cm and 450cm are
supported by the modulation format of BPSK for channel
B and channel C, respectively, or the maximum distance of
100cm and 50cm are supported by the modulation format of
16PSK for channel B and channel C, respectively. Of course
there are other wireless or wireline technologies that can im-
plement an auxiliary channel. When auxiliary channel requires
transmission rate from Mbps area, the Radio Frequency (RF)
or Free Space Optics (FSO) channel can be utilized as well. It
should be noted however that one needs to consider that FSO
and RF suffer from atmospheric effects such as fog and rain,
respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and analyzed a THz transmission
system that can address the challenges of coding complexity
and throughput. Our idea is to first complement a generic low
complexity FEC approach by a low complexity sRLNC. Since

the overall throughput of THz transmission is a function of
the coding redundancy, we proposed to send the native data
and coding redundancy in parallel over two parallel channels.
The provided analysis allows evaluation of the amount of
required sRLNC redundancy and a code rate for a more
reliable transmission over THz. The results confirmed, that
the main channel can use a high-level modulation format
and send over larger distances, e.g., 1100 cm with 16PSK,
in order to achieve a high transmission rate, when the lower
transmission rate (at least 10 Gbps) auxiliary channel delivers
coding redundancy for the erasure error correction at receiver.
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